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syllabus in national core curriculum. The research problem is to find and compare the curriculum model, content and 
pedagogies of Estonian and Finnish music syllabi, examine and construct a general view what the similarities and 
differences in these fundamental matters are. The research data is the Estonian and Finnish music syllabi in National 
Core Curriculum of Music and the research method is the comparative content analysis of these documents. The 
research perspective is evaluative and interpretative focus to curriculum.  
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1. Introduction 
In his article about the etymology of 
 these two are 
often confounded. 
While planning is the act of devising a scheme, program, or method worked out beforehand for the 
accomplishment of an objective, design is a conceptual activity involving formulating an idea intended to 
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be expressed in a visible form or carried into action. Design is about conceptualization, imagination, and 
interpretation. In contrast, planning is about realization, organization, and execution. (Terzidis, 2007, 69) 
He points out that the designing stage means the forming of the main features, ideas and concepts, 
always preceding the planning, whilst the latter is already the apprehending, arranging and implementing 
the ideas of the first stage. Thus, designing is more about determining the foundations for further 
planning. 
The same principles are present when talking about curriculum designing and planning where various 
different aspects should be taken into account: the educational context, cultural heritage, different 
philosophical underpinnings, political and economic issues. Finally, it is all about decision making on 
different levels. Other important matters to be considered when choosing and determining about these 
issues is the domain of curriculum thinking and the educational-cultural context which form the 
 In this 
article I -matter plan 
inhering in the national core curriculum. Deciding between the different designs when planning 
curriculum is an important and responsible task, needing wide range of professional knowledge. 
In Finnish and Estonian educational context the paradigm is influenced by two traditions: originating 
from the German Didaktik tradition (Vogt, 2003), it was later changed-altered by the Anglo-American 
curriculum thinking ideas (Kansanen, 1995; Autio, 2002; Pinar, 2009). In the German tradition of 
Didakt the Lehrplan is a state-mandated syllabus that prescribes the general outline of content in 
-Welzel, 2004, 278). Lehrplan may be looked upon as subject-centered 
type of curriculum, with the fixed number of lessons for every subject. Still, it is only a framework which 
offers the teacher much freedom in interpreting the content and designing the lessons. On the whole, in 
the Didaktik tradition, the teacher is much trusted as a professional and given freedom to teach. 
In the Anglo-
been organizational, focusing on the task of building systems of schools that have as an important part of 
-as-
-by-
day classroom work (Westbury, 2000, 16-17). The role of the teachers as employees of the school is to 
decisions (Westbury, 2000). This type of curriculum is usually depicted as child-centered with the 
 the number of lessons for every subject is commonly not 
strictly regulated. 
2. Comparative research and music education.   
The perspective of comparative research has not been very widely used in the field of music education 
(Tate, 2000, Kokkidou, 2009, Burnard, P. et al., 2008). According to Kertz-Welzel (2008), the 
internationalization and globalization of education as well as the fact that music educators in different 
countries struggle and share the same problems, the acceptance of comparative music education as an 
explicit field of research would be of great importance. She also points out the importance of cross-
cultural studies to focus on certain areas rather than looking at the whole system of music education and 
the possibility to improve the music education worldwide by using the knowledge, experience and 
wisdom of various music education systems (Kertz-Welzel, 2008). 
Kertz-Welzel (2008) refers to Kemp and Lepherd (1992) who distinguish three different approaches to 
describe the study of music education in different countries: comparative, international and cross-cultural 
music education, all carrying a different angle of research depending on the focus of the research. 
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In this research the outline of the model created by Kokkidou (2009) has been followed as the 
paradigm  music curricula - is similar. Kokkidou generated a new model to study similarities, 
differences and leading tendencies in music education official curricula of 7 different European countries 
or regions: Austria, Berlin, Bulgaria, Greece, Catalonia, Russia and Sweden. She made a synthesis of the 
dimensions for curriculum study proposed by Eisner (1982, 2002) and Walker (2009) supported by the 
principles of Holmes (1981) and Bereday (1964).  Thus, the type and structure of the syllabi are examined 
from the following aspects: open/closed dimension, spiral/linear structure and the axes of learner- 
centeredness, thematically- centeredness and/or problem - centeredness. The philosophical orientations of 
the music syllabi are studied by means of the axes of evaluation for music curriculum design suggested by 
Keith Swanwick and ISME with the main attention paid on the following: role of traditional music, ideas 
of multiculturalism, cross-curricular connections, using new technologies, involvement of music-kinetic 
activities, role of music theory knowledge, listening to music (Kokkidou, 2009). 
3. Comparing Estonian and Finnish music syllabi in National Core Curricula. 
The aim of this research is to analyze and evaluate the design of Estonian and Finnish music syllabi, to 
find out the type and structure, as well as the content and philosophical issues present. The research data 
is the Estonian and Finnish music syllabi in National Core Curricula of both countries. The research 
perspective is evaluative and interpretative focus to the music syllabi and the content of both document 
are comparatively analyzed. The purpose of this study is to structure music syllabus design and model in 
national core curriculum, both in Finland and Estonia according to the model of Saylor et al. (1981) and 
Kokkidou (2009) by examining the characteristics of subject content and pedagogy, exploring also 
background curriculum ideologies and music education philosophies. The music syllabi are analyzed 
using the theory-based content analysis and grounding on the ideas of comparative education research by 
Bob Adamson and Paul Morris (2007) and the model of evaluation and comparison of the music curricula 
by May Kokkidou (2009). 
3.1. Review of the general part of the curricula  
The present Estonian National Curriculum (PÕK) for basic schools was validated on January 6, 2011. 
It consists of three chapters and twelve appendixes. The first two chapters, sub-divisions and paragraphs 
explain the main educational ideas, core values, general learning and educational objectives, general 
competencies, concept of learning, learning environment, compulsory and optional subjects, cross-
curricular topics, assessment and graduation, fundamentals and structure for school curriculum, 
implementing provisions. The appendixes are compiled for different subject fields and contain the 
descriptions of the subjects, formation of general competences, integration, cross-curricular topics along 
with educational goals, learning activities, assessment principles, learning outcomes and physical learning 
environment for different 
 In the general part of the curriculum, the stages of study in basic school as well as the minimum 
number of music lessons per week are established as the following (PÕK, 2011): 
 
Table 1.Number of music lessons and different stages of study in Estonian core curriculum 
Stages of study   Grades   Number of music lessons 
Stage I     1  3   6 
Stage II        4  6   4 
Stage III    7  9   3 
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The National 
Core Curriculum for Basic Education (NCCBE) in Finland (was validated on January 16, 2004. It 
consists of nine chapters and five appendixes. These chapters explain the main framework and notions 
about the curriculum, underlying values, mission and structure of basic education, concept of learning, 
working approaches, learning environment, general support for studies (cooperation between home and 
school, pupil welfare etc.), instruction of pupils with needing special support, instruction of different 
cultural and language groups (the Sami, Romanies, immigrants, sign language users), pupil assessment 
and instruction in accordance with a special educational task or special educational system or principle 
(international language schools, Steiner-pedagogical instruction). The seventh chapter contains 
integration and cross-curricular themes, learning objectives and core content for different subjects, 
including music. 
    In appendix 4 the minimum amount of lessons per week together with the grouping in different 
subjects is specified, the grouping varies in different subjects. Music belongs to the same group of 
subjects with visual arts, crafts and physical education (National Core Curriculum for basic education, 
2004, Appendix 4, 302). 
 
Table 2.Number of music lessons and grouping of music subject in Finnish core curriculum 
Stages of study    Grades    Number of music lessons 
Stage I    1  4    4 
Stage II    5  9    3 
3.2. Estonian music syllabus 
The Estonian syllabus (categorized so in the National core curriculum) for music subject is very 
endeavors are 
presented as well as the description of the subject, learning activities for different stages of study and 
assessment principles. 
3.2.1. Structure and type of the music syllabus 
As to the structure of Estonian music syllabus, it is constructed around the seven main components 
(learning activities) in all the III stages of the basic school, those being: 
 singing 
 playing musical instruments 
 musical movement 
 composing 
 listening to music and musicology 
 musical literacy 
 educational outings 
Its main characteristic is spiral structure as all the seven learning activities are referred to in the three 
different stages with some additions and the aim to develop the pupil. It is developed around the learning 
outcomes which also make up the content of the subject and may be partly closed and 
 as it quite precisely indicates the components of elementary musical literacy, the 
repertoire of joint songs and some themes introduced in musicology.  Furthermore, the music teaching 
principles (the ideas of Kodaly and Orff integrated into one entity by Riho Päts and Heino Kaljuste) are 
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also indicated. As it still leaves much freedom for the teacher to make decisions how to compose the 
weekly program, design the activities and separate lessons, it may be re  
The -
musical self-expression. Music is taught to open up and broaden the scope of opportunities for 
involvement in and enjoyment of music. The emergence of lifelong musical hobbies is supported. By 
introducing Estonian and global musical culture to the students their musical taste and socio-cultural 
value judgme Appendix 6). Pupils  developmental characteristics are also 
considered, especially during the III stage of study when they are going through adolescence and their 
voices break As children in this age group exhibit considerable interest in pop and rock music, the 
school should provide possibilities for hobby pop/rock group practice (PÕK, 2011, Appendix 6, 10).  
dies, feelings 
and intellect. The subject of music plays a balancing and supportive role in the emotional development of 
 
Thus, the music syllabus reminds more Lehrplan curriculum with some elements of Anglo-
American curriculum thinking. 
3.2.2. The philosophical orientations of the music syllabus 
Estonian music syllabus underlines the importance of developing creativity, deriving joy from music 
and acquiring musical literacy skills through musical activities and making music in different ways. 
Socio-cultural value judgments, understanding and respect to different national cultures of the students 
are shaped through introducing Estonian and different global music cultures.  
The personality an
 taking into account the characteristics 
 
(PÕK, 2011, Appendix 6).   
The importance of music as a form of art and aesthetic phenomenon as well as the issue about the 
value is presented is several times.  
The socializing role of music is repeatedly emphasized and the value of group action is frequently 
mentioned
regard for mutual support. Participation in cultural events facilitates the formation of a feeling of cultural 
togetherness. By discussing works of art the students practice defending their points of view and learn to 
respect the opinions of others (Ibid., 2). 
In Estonian music syllabus the importanc
lessons are included in the timetable and this is taken into account when determining the teache
Ibid., 7). 
Participation in school choirs is recommended in all stages.  In the learning outcomes of all three study 
stages, there are specific guidelines for developing individual voice peculiarities and ways of singing, 
directions for singing in voices, using of the acquired music literacy knowledge. The repertoire for joint 
songs learned by heart is listed in the learning outcomes of every stage of study.  
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Playing musical instruments is present in all the three stages of study with some modifications: in the I 
playing skills with body percussion, rhythmic instruments and 
xylophones, recorder or 6-
he connection 
between absolute pitch when playing musical instrument and apply the musical knowledge and skills they 
 
The subsection about musical movement is presented in all the stages and develops the didactical idea 
 dance in Estonian singing games and round 
dances
is added and in the III stage it all becomes generalized as 
express, through movement, the characteristics of the folk music of different peoples The 
the students perceive and express the 
content, mood and struct perceive and express melody, rhythm, 
tempo, dynamics and form in movement  (Ibid.). 
Musical creativity and thinking is developed through rhythmic and melodic improvisation and 
accompaniment, creating simple texts and composing simple melodies, using creative movement and 
musical instruments according to the former musical knowledge and practice. 
Listening to music develops general listening skills, attention, analytical capabilities and skills of 
comparison. 
a particular piece of music and argument-supported justification of this opinion both orally and in writing, 
relying on musical terminology  
Musicology introduces different composers, means of musical expression, styles, genres, vocal and 
instrumental music (types of voice, musical instruments, orchestras) and interpretations.  Estonian folk 
music traditions (songs, dances, instruments) along with musical heritage of numerous European 
countries (Finland, Russia, Latvia, Lithuania, Sweden, Norway, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Poland, 
Austria, Hungary, France, Italy, Spain or Germany), Northern and Latin America, Africa and are 
introduced. 
The knowledge of elementary musical literacy depends on the study stage and is constantly 
emphasized to have connection with musicing: singing, movement, playing instruments, composing, 
listening. This section includes symbols of sound length, rhythmic figures, pauses, time signatures, 
relative and absolute pitch, tonalities up to one key signature, the studied musical terminology (Ibid.)  
 and concert attendance culture, 
educational outings (including virtual trips) to concert venues, theatres, studios, music schools, museums, 
to nature, exhibitions and libraries are necessary.  It is important to conduct concerts at the school so that 
the students become accustomed to listening to music and organizing such events. 
Cross-curricular and integration issues as well as general competencies are discussed in detail in the 
description of the subject field. Numerous possibilities of creating connections between art subjects and 
other subjects are mentioned: especially languages, literature, technology, natural sciences, mathematics 
and physical education (PÕK, 2011, Appendix 6, 4-5). 
As far as new technologies are concerned (in subsection 2.1.3., that 
interesting remark can be found under the section general education goals point 7: The subject of music at 
the basic school level st  take a critical attitude to the information 
technology and media-based environment (PÕK, 2011, Appendix 6, 6). In the description of physical 
learning environment among the needed equipment the same matter is mentioned: The school enables 
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the students to use the following resources: computer with sound card and Internet connection with 
notation and MIDI recording software (PÕK, 2011, Appendix 6, 19). 
3.3. Finnish music syllabus 
The Finnish music syllabus is quite general expressing only the overall principles and content of music 
subject on 3 pages (NCCBE, 2004, 230-232). Although music belongs to the Arts education group, it 
does not occur in the written document, nor is there any general introduction to these subjects.   
Heimonen (2006) explores the justification of Finnish music education in the light of Aristotelian ideas 
where the content and goals of education are connected with the justification of music education.  
Heimonen (2006) claims that the limits of National Core Curriculum lies in the fact that teachers often 
ignore them in practice. For avoiding this, reforms should be worked out cooperatively in ways that 
reflect the cultural places in which music education is carried out.  More important than national 
standards or national curricula is the local school curriculum because at schools the theory and practice 
meet. Music and arts subjects are not the only ones to change society towards humanity. Heimonen 
(2006) stresses that the curricula should foster values such as civility, respect for different "others," 
humanity, a love of learning, and the promotion of peace and harmony in human society.   
3.3.1. Structure and type of the music syllabus 
In the short introduction the general ideas and trends of the music education in Finland are stated. The 
structure of the syllabus follows the two stages: grades 1-4 and grades 5-9. In both stages there are 
subdivisions:  objectives and core contents. At the end of the 
final assessment 
criteria for a grade of 7-8-9 (music is compulsory for all the way to the grade 7 and optional at grades 8 
melody line with the correct rhythm; master as individuals some basic technique of some rhythm, melody 
or harmony, instrument so as to be able to play in an ensemble; know how to listen to music and make 
observations from it and present justified opinions of it; recognize and know how to distinguish different 
genres of music and music of different eras and cultures; know the most important Finnish music and 
musical life; know how to use musical concepts and conjunction with making and listening to music; 
know how to use the elements of music as building materials in development and realization their musical 
National Core Curriculum  for Basic Education 2004, 232). 
-
 emphasis 
 (NCCBE, 2004, 
objects of interest in music, to encourage them to engage in musical activities, to give them means of 
 
express the same idea (Ibid.) 
The elements of spiral structure can be noticed in several statements, for example in the first stage the 
pupils will learn how to use their voice , 
. The same inclination is also present when pupils learn the elements of music  rhythm, 
melody, harmony, dynamics, tonal color and form: in the first stage of study these elements are related 
with music- 
n of music and to use the concepts and 
(NCCBE, 2004, 230-232).  
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The Finnish music syllabus is very much of the open type, it serves more like a framework for teachers 
to design and plan their teaching, giving no specific information about the methodology or detailed 
content of the teaching. 
Thus, the music syllabus is more the curriculum type with some elements of  
3.3.2. The philosophical orientations of the music syllabus 
The Finnish music syllabus follows the tendency to focus on musical experience. It promotes singing, 
playing instruments, moving, composing and improvisation, listening and observing sound environment 
and music actively. 
The role of traditional music does not find particular emphasizing; out of 
ntroduce the pupil to the music of Finland and other 
pupils will  
may presume that traditional music is also considered here. The same applies to the ideas of 
multiculturalism. 
The social aspects of music education are indicated 
together develops social skills such as responsibility, constructive criticism, and the acceptance and 
-
 (NCCBE, 2004, 
230-232). 
 The role of music theory knowledge (music elements like rhythm, melody, harmony, dynamics, tonal 
color and form) is always connected with practical musical activities like music- making, listening, 
(Ibid.)  
 by speaking, talking nonsense as well singing exercises that prepare the pupils 
control and vocal expression; single- and multi-voiced repertoire representing different styles and genres, 
importance (NCCBE, 2004, 230-232). 
There are several references to the importance 
using various means of activat
Finland and other countries and cultures, and contain examples from different eras and musical 
 The idea of cross-
e bolstered by seeking connecti  
additional explanations nor common elements with other subjects are mentioned (NCCBE, 2004, 230-
232). 
A reference to the use of new technologies is represented in the introductory part as 
 to 
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4. Conclusions 
Although both music syllabi give teachers enough pedagogical freedom in designing the study, 
Estonian music syllabus very likely assures the more homogeneous level of music education in the 
country, whereas in Finland the local authorities and the teachers decide about the more detailed content 
of music instruction. In Finland the national framework curriculum forms the basis for drawing up local 
curricula, which is usually done by municipalities. According to comparative content analyses of Estonian 
and Finnish music syllabi for general comprehensive schools, there are certain differences in the general 
design, model and pedagogy: Estonian music syllabus may be described as relatively closed and analytic  
as it quite precisely indicates the components of elementary musical literacy, the repertoire of joint songs 
and some themes introduced in musicology and only partly open, while Finnish version is very much of 
the open type, more like a framework for teachers, giving no specific information about the methods or 
detailed content of the teaching. The spiral structure can be noticed in several statements in both syllabi, 
as well as the features of learner-centeredness. Several common qualities can be observed in the selection 
of the content and the underlying music education philosophy: the socializing role of music and the value 
of group action are repeatedly emphasized, the importance of musical experience being in the main focus. 
 Music education has an important role in creating opportunities for generating relationship for music, in 
the development of personality and citizen identity as well as in the cohesion of the whole society. So it is 
of utmost importance to consider the importance of music education in curriculum development. 
Promotion of music education in both countries must be seen more consistently in terms of development 
of the entire education system and as a continuous process.  
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